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Abstract
This tutorial describes DynaSearch, a Web-based system that supports process-tracing experiments on coupled-system dynamic
decision-making tasks. A major need in these tasks is to examine the process by which decision makers search over a succession
of situation reports for the information they need in order to make response decisions. DynaSearch provides researchers with the
ability to construct and administer Web-based experiments containing both between- and within-subjects factors. Information
search pages record participants’ acquisition of verbal, numeric, and graphic information. Questionnaire pages query partici-
pants’ recall of information, inferences from that information, and decisions about appropriate response actions. Experimenters
can access this information in an online viewer to verify satisfactory task completion and can download the data in comma-
separated text files that can be imported into statistical analysis packages.
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Dynamic decision making (DDM) is an important theoretical
and practical problem that has received increasing attention
from mathematical modelers and experimental researchers
since it was initially addressed by Edwards (1962) and Toda
(1962). More recently, there have been attempts to distinguish
among different types of dynamic decision models (Busemeyer
& Pleskac, 2009; Gonzalez, 2012; Osman, 2010; Peebles &
Banks, 2010) and the psychological processes associated with
those models. Most DDM studies have examined the processes
involved in the control of a complex single system—the at-
tempt to manage inputs in a way that achieves desired outputs
(see Gonzalez, Fakhari, & Busemeyer, 2017, for a recent
review). However, the single-system model that has been used
to guide these system control studies does not adequately rep-
resent a coupled system situation that is common in environ-
mental emergencies where information about the evolving
threat from an environmental system is used to make decisions

about managing the response by an affected social system. This
distinction between a single system and a coupled system is
important when the two systems have different dynamic prop-
erties and, especially, when one system can be controlled but
the other cannot. For example, it is possible to monitor the onset
of a hurricane but not to control its behavior. By contrast, as is
discussed in Lindell, Murray-Tuite, Wolshon, and Baker
(2019), it is possible to monitor and to (partially) control the
evacuation of communities in the potential impact area.

This coupled-system problem can be represented by a caus-
al model that extends Busemeyer’s (2001) model with features
from a model by Lindell and Perry (1992, Fig. 1); see also
Busemeyer and Pleskac (2009) and Hotaling, Fakhari, and
Busemeyer (2015). As Fig. 1 indicates, an environmental sys-
tem (X) is governed by its own internal dynamics that arise
from its complexity (e.g., the number of relevant parameters
and their rate of change). The internal dynamics of X cause it
to change its state over time to affect a social system (Y) with
impacts that the decision maker (DM) wants to avoid. Both X
and Y are also influenced by exogenous factors εX and εY,
respectively, which represent the effects of all unmeasured
variables that affect these systems. In this model, a DM has
a set of actions (A) from which to choose, based upon
inferences from the information about System X (the dashed
line on the left), whether to intervene into the system (a solid
line representing a causal effect), thus preventing negative
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outcomes through mitigation actions. Alternatively, the DM
can use information about system Y (the dashed line on the
right) to prevent negative outcomes through protective actions
(another solid line representing a causal effect).

In some cases, such as wildfires, both mitigation and
protective actions are possible. For example, Brehmer (1992)
and Brehmer and Allard (1991) described the process by which
DMs choose mitigation actions to fight wildfires, whereas
Drews, Siebeneck, and Cova (2015) described the process by
which DMs choose protective actions to avoid casualties in pop-
ulations threatened by wildfires. In other cases, such as hurri-
canes, only protective actions are possible. Both mitigation ac-
tions and protective actions take time to implement, soDMsmust
initiate those response actions on the basis of inferences about the
future states of System X rather than its current state. When X, Y,
or both are complex systems, these inferencesmust be based on a
careful search of the available information about them.

The present article will address a deficiency in current be-
havioral research methods by providing a tutorial that de-
scribes the rationale and use of DynaSearch, a computer pro-
gram for conducting process-tracing studies of DDM tasks in
which DMs are only able to take protective actions; that is,
they are only able to intervene into System Y. As will be de-
scribed more completely below, DynaSearch provides re-
searchers with the ability to construct and administer Web-
based process-tracing experiments that contain both between-
and within-subjects factors. Specifically, information search
pages record participants’ acquisition of verbal, numeric, and
graphic information. Moreover, questionnaire pages query
participant’s recall of the information, inferences from that
information, and decisions about appropriate response actions.

Review of process-tracing tools

One limitation of research on DDM has been that it has ig-
nored the information search processes that people undertake

before they make decisions (Patrick& James, 2004). Although
there has been research on sequential decision making, much
of this work has focused on the development of statistical
models for determining the optimal stopping rule for terminat-
ing sequential information search (Czajkowski, 2011;
Diederich, 2001). However, there is an extensive empirical
literature on information search in static decision tasks. One
method of studying this information search process, process
tracing, uses an information display board (IDB) that Payne
(1976) introduced to decision researchers—who began to use
it extensively within a single decade (Ford, Schmitt,
Schechtman, Hults, & Doherty, 1989). The IDB originally
consisted of a physical board containing a rectangular grid in
which the rows represent alternative choices (e.g., cars) and
columns represent the attributes of those alternatives (e.g.,
cost, performance, and fuel economy). The information in each
cell was hidden, so participants needed to tell the experimenter
which cell’s contents they wished to see. The experimenter
recorded the identity of the chosen cell, revealed the informa-
tion it contained, and then concealed it again after the
participant had viewed the contents. Payne, Bettman, and
Johnson (1988) later implemented an IDB for desktop com-
puters as Mouselab, which was subsequently converted to an
Internet application, MouselabWEB (Willemsen & Johnson,
2010a). These programs present the IDB on a computer page
in which the cells in the grid are blank until the experimental
participant uses the mouse to move the cursor. Holding the
cursor over a cell and clicking the mouse button reveals the
cell’s data, and moving the cursor away conceals the informa-
tion again. In these versions of the IDB, the computer records
data about the information search process, allowing re-
searchers to assess the importance of specific cells by examin-
ing the order in which they are searched (including the transi-
tion probabilities between cells); the frequency and amount of
acquisition time spent looking at each cell, row, or column; and
the total time spent during information search (Aschemann-
Witzel & Hamm, 2011; Ettlin, Bröder, & Henninger, 2015;
Willemsen & Johnson, 2010b).

Other computer-based process-tracing programs have been
developed over the years, some of which are special-purpose
programs designed for very specific tasks, such as bank offi-
cers’ processing of business loans (Andersson, 2001). In ad-
dition, some computer-based process-tracing programs are
based upon specific information processing models. For ex-
ample, DSMAC (Saad, 1998)—which is a revised version of
SMAC (Saad, 1996)—is a PC-based program for studying
multi-attribute choice based upon the sequential sampling
model rather than the more general process-tracing model.
DSMAC begins by having participants provide attribute ranks
and importance weights, after which they click the attribute on
which they wish to compare the alternatives. This generates a
page that provides the attribute information and asks them to
rate their confidence that they prefer Alternative A to
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Fig. 1 Dynamic decision model (adapted from Busemeyer, 2001, and
Lindell, Prater, & Perry, 2006).
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Alternative B. They are also allowed to view past information
pages that contain all previously acquired information. The
program output lists the number of attributes accessed (as well
as their acquisition order and duration), confidence in the
leading alternative, time spent in different decision stages,
and the use of past information.

However, most other computer-based process-tracing pro-
grams have been designed for broad application as extensions
of Mouselab. In many cases, these computer programs have
been designed to extend process tracing beyond the informa-
tion acquisition component of decision making to include
problem representation, information evaluation, response gen-
eration, and postdecision evaluation and learning (Payne &
Vehkatraman, 2011, p. 227). MouseTrace (Jasper & Levin,
2001; Jasper & Shapiro, 2002) is a Windows-based extension
of Mouselab that allows experimenters to specify instructions
to participants (Btext schema^) and define the choice task in
terms of the characteristics of an IDB (Bmatrix schema^).
Participants may search the cells of the IDB until they have
acquired enough information to eliminate some of the alterna-
tives (in preliminary decision stages) or to choose one of the
alternatives (in the final decision stage). ComputerShop
(Huneke, Cole, & Levin, 2004; Levin, Huneke, & Jasper,
2000) is another Windows-based system that is similar to
Mouselab but is designed to be more similar to consumer
web shopping by providing participants with pull-down
menus rather than Mouselab’s matrix format. Search
Monitor (Brucks, 1988) is a PC-based program that represents
information search in the form of a sequential or tree structure
rather than an IDB. In SearchMonitor’s sequential structure, a
participant first decides which of a number of sources (e.g.,
stores) to search, then which product brands to search and,
finally, which attributes to obtain information about. One dis-
tinctive feature of Search Monitor is that it uses simultaneous
interfaces between an experimenter and a participant that al-
low the participant to ask natural language questions about
alternatives and attributes, which the experimenter answers
by providing the answer through the computer.

Flashlight (Schulte-Mecklenbeck & Murphy, 2012;
Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Murphy, & Hutzler, 2011) is another
process-tracing program that extends the capabilities of
Mouselab, by providing greater flexibility in the format
(graphic as well as verbal and numeric) and arrangement
(free-form rather than grid) of decision information.
Mousetracker (Freeman & Ambady, 2010) is a process-
tracing program that allows experimenters to display verbal,
numeric, graphic, and auditory information as well as to re-
cord a variety of measures such as trajectories derived from
mouse movements. Finally, interactive process tracing (IAPT)
is a PC-based procedure developed by Reisen, Hoffrage, and
Mast (2008) that combines features of Mouselab, active infor-
mation search (Huber, Huber, & Schulte-Mecklenbeck, 2011;
Huber, Wider, & Huber, 1997), and verbal protocol analysis

(Ericsson & Simon, 1993). The active information search
component allows participants to identify the attributes about
which they would like to obtain information and report this
information to an experimenter (attribute selection phase). An
IDB allows participants to search for information about the
attributes of each alternative and to choose an alternative (the
information acquisition and choice phase). The verbal proto-
col analysis requires participants to retrospectively report how
they made their decisions (the strategy identification phase).

One potential limitation of mouse tracking is that it has low
temporal resolution and a potential for medium distortion ris,k
due to its reactive effect (Schulte-Mecklenbeck et al., 2017).
For example, Franco-Watkins and Johnson (2011) found that
two methods of eye-tracking produced more—and more sta-
ble—cell acquisitions and reacquisitions than did mouse
tracking, quite possibly because of the greater perceptual–mo-
tor effort required for mouse tracking (see Gray, Sims, Fu, &
Schoelles, 2006). Moreover, mouse tracking has been criti-
cized for impeding the use of automatic processes of decision
making (Glöckner & Betsch, 2008; Glöckner & Herbold,
2011). This could be a major problem for simple static deci-
sion tasks involving the choice of common consumer products
with familiar attributes (e.g., choice of a breakfast cereal), but
it seems less relevant to complex dynamic decision tasks in-
volving decisions—such as whether and when to evacuate
from an approaching hurricane. Such decisions are rare even
for long-time coastal residents and are once-in-a-lifetime de-
cisions for most people. Accordingly, survey research on hur-
ricane evacuation decision making suggests that such deci-
sions are much more likely to be reasoned than automatic
(Lindell et al., 2019).

An overview of DynaSearch

DynaSearch is a Web-based system that facilitates the devel-
opment and administration of experiments designed to track
people’s DDM information-seeking behavior. Although earli-
er process-tracing programs have many advantages, none of
them is currently capable of studying decisions in which par-
ticipants seek information from an information search page1

(a situation report) about the evolution of a dynamic environ-
mental system over multiple time periods (a scenario). A ma-
jor difference between static and dynamic decision tasks is the
way in which information tables are arranged in each case. As
is indicated in Fig. 2, the typical static decision task has a
single table that describes I different alternatives on J different
attributes. Each (i, j) cell contains the value of alternative i on

1 The term Bpage^ is interchangeable with Bscreen^ in this article. Screen is
most appropriately usedwhen taking the participant’s point of view—it is what
the participant sees. Page is most appropriately used when taking the experi-
menter’s point of view—since the experimenter thinks in terms of developing
Web pages.
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attribute j. By contrast, a dynamic decision task is equivalent
to a single Balternative^ (i.e., a single row in Fig. 2). Like the
alternatives in Fig. 2a, a dynamic decision task has multiple
attributes but, unlike those alternatives, the attributes change
over time (e.g., over the K different situation reports). As is
indicated in Fig. 2b, each (i, j) cell contains the predicted value
for parameter i at time j (the current value is the Bpredicted^
value at t0). In additional to the textual and numerical infor-
mation that can be displayed within tables, DynaSearch can
display graphical information such as maps or parameter
plots. Similar to the process for accessing textual and numer-
ical information in table cells, participants access graphical
information by clicking the cells in a legend box. This pro-
vides a flexible way to superimpose a graphic symbol onto a
map or other base image.

In a typical DynaSearch experiment, an information search
page contains all of the textual, numeric, and graphic informa-
tion that is available for the participant to search for that situ-
ation report. Each information search page is typically follow-
ed by a questionnaire page that uses fixed-format or open-
ended questions to query participants about their situational
comprehension and projection (see Gonzalez & Wimisberg,
2007). For example, participants could be asked to recall the
values of specific event parameters from a previously viewed
information search page, provide inferences from that infor-
mation (e.g., forecasts of future parameter values), or intended
behavioral responses (e.g., decisions to take some response
action—see Wu, Lindell, & Prater, 2015a, 2015b).
Questionnaire pages can also contain questions about the par-
ticipant’s perception of the relative importances of different
search page elements (Van Ittersum & Pennings, 2012), the
overall mental workload required by that specific scenario
(Rubio, Díaz, Martín, & Puente, 2004), basic demographic
characteristics (e.g., sex, age, education), or previous personal
experience with that decision task prior to the experiment.

It is important to note that mouse tracking in DynaSearch
has some similarities with, but also some differences from,
that in other programs such as Mousetrap (Kieslich &
Henninger, 2017). Although both types of programs record

the identity of the target cell, Mousetrap records positional
and temporal data from the start location to the target cell
and ignores the duration of the cell click. By contrast,
DynaSearch ignores the positional and temporal data from
the start location to the target cell and records the duration of
the cell click. This difference arises from the different func-
tions of the target cells in the two types of experiments—
decision outcomes in Mousetrap versus information sources
in DynaSearch.

It is important to recognize that the sequential-decision
paradigm (Czajkowski, 2011) on which DynaSearch is based
has some similarities with, but also some important differ-
ences from, an outcome-sampling paradigm (Wulff, Hills, &
Hertwig, 2015b). Both paradigms involve games against na-
ture under initial ignorance that allow for active costless
search and have a common payoff structures that allow DMs
to choose between two options with multiple outcomes
(Wulff, Mergenthaler-Canseco, & Hertwig, 2018). However,
the two paradigms differ in one crucial respect: In the
outcome-sampling paradigm the observations are indepen-
dent, whereas in the sequential-decision paradigm the obser-
vations are correlated. Specifically, in the outcome-sampling
paradigm, Cp = pi+1 | pi = 0, where pi is the probability of a
relevant outcome on trial i and Cp = pi+1 | pi is the conditional
probability of the relevant outcome on trial i+1, given its oc-
currence on trial i. Thus, Cp = 0 in the outcome-sampling
paradigm, whereas Cp > 0 (and usually much greater) in the
sequential-decision paradigm.

In addition, studies in the outcome-sampling paradigm of-
ten allow DMs to continue sampling indefinitely, whereas the
sequential-decision paradigm has a definite deadline (e.g., the
time at which the hurricane makes landfall or dissipates to a
nonthreatening wind speed). Moreover, the sequential-
decision paradigm involves a single-play decision, rather than
a multiplay decision (see Wulff, Hills, & Hertwig, 2015a) in
which information is sampled until a decision is made.
Another difference is that the hurricane sequential-decision
paradigm can also involve multiple decisions (e.g., deciding
whether to perform evacuation preparation tasks such as

(a) A static decision task examining values of I alternatives on J attributes. 

(b) A dynamic decision task examining current and forecast values of I parameters over J  

time intervals. There is one of these tables for each of K situation reports. 

 Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute j Attribute J
Alternative 1     

Alternative 2     

Alternative i
Alternative I

 Current (Time 0) Time 1 Time j Time J
Parameter 1     

Parameter 2     

Parameter i
Parameter I

Fig. 2 aA static decision task examining the values of I alternatives on J attributes. bA dynamic decision task examining the current and forecast values
of I parameters over J time intervals. One of these tables is generated for each of K situation reports
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gathering household members, packing bags, securing the
home from storm damage, and shutting off utilities; Kang,
Lindell, & Prater, 2007). Finally, the sequential-decision par-
adigm involves much higher costs of a decision error than
does the typical consumer choice, although, of course, labo-
ratory versions of the hurricane sequential-decision task do
not actually involve life-and-death consequences.

Setting up a DynaSearch experiment

Designing the experiment

DynaSearch allows the experimenter to specify one or more
scenarios, each of which can be defined as between-subjects
or within-subjects factors. There is no limit to the number of
factors or levels, and the number of levels in a within-subjects
factor does not need to be the same for each between-subjects
factor level. Finally, there is no limit to the number of partic-
ipants in each cell of the experimental design.

Assigning the participants

There are two ways to provide access permission for partici-
pants to log into an experiment. First, the experimenter can
assign login IDs to a prespecified set of participants.
DynaSearch then emails the participants their login IDs, the
URL for the DynaSearch login page, and any instructions
needed to begin the experiment. Once the participants create
passwords for themselves and log in, they are immediately
transferred to the experiment’s home page to view the first
instruction page. Alternatively, an experimenter can post the
notice of a blind experiment for self-selected participants. In
this case, DynaSearch will create a special blind URL that can
be emailed, along with instructions, to any desired subject
pool, such as a Facebook group.When participants follow this
URL, they are logged into the DynaSearch system with a
unique automatically generated anonymous ID. When
recruiting participants in this way, the experimenter assigns
an expiration date to the blind URL so the duration of the
experiment can be limited.

Running a DynaSearch experiment

Each DynaSearch experiment consists of a sequence of
experimenter-designed pages that are embedded between
fixed format login and termination pages. The login page
requires participants who have been assigned a login ID by
the experimenter to enter this ID and a password before being
directed to the study they are assigned to. Note, that since the
blind URL method routes participants directly to the study,
participants recruited in this way skip the login step. The ter-
mination page thanks participants for participating in the

study. Once logged in, participants can terminate the experi-
ment early by clicking a logout menu item at the bottom of the
page. During an experiment, the browser forward and back
arrows are disabled, so participants must either continue the
information search pages and questionnaire pages in the order
designed by the experimenter or terminate participation in the
experiment. Disabling the forward and back arrows prevents
participants from returning to a previous information search
page in order to find the correct answers to items on a ques-
tionnaire page.

Any number of page sequences within an experiment can
be embedded into between-subjects branches, creating paral-
lel paths through the experiment that are followed according
to a subject’s between-subjects condition. If there are any
between-subjects conditions, DynaSearch randomly assigns
each participant to one of them when logging in. The proba-
bility of being assigned to a specific between-subjects condi-
tion varies inversely with the proportion of the number of
participants that have already been assigned to that condition.
This ensures equal numbers of participants in the different
conditions.

Page types

DynaSearch has three basic page types that can be used in an
experiment. As noted earlier, these are the instruction page,
information search page, and questionnaire page. None of
these page types is required, so an experiment could use just
two or even just one of them. All three page types can be
designed so participants in all conditions see all of them or
they can be varied within a between-subjects design that pre-
sents different page sequences to participants in different ex-
perimental conditions.

Instruction pages A DynaSearch experiment typically begins
with one or more instruction pages that provide participants
with any background information they need about the task and
how to respond to later pages. Instruction pages also can be
placed elsewhere in the flow of the experiment. For example,
an instruction page can also be used to introduce each new
within-subjects condition, such as when participants are pre-
sented with multiple scenarios. Some of the information on
these pages might be common to all conditions in an experi-
ment whereas other information might be specific to each
condition. Instruction pages are simply HTML formatted
pages of the experimenter’s construction, so they can contain
any valid HTML code. This allows the experimenter to dis-
play not only formatted text, but also hyperlinks to images and
video stored anywhere accessible via the internet.

Information search pages DynaSearch assigns a unique iden-
tifier to each object that can be revealed by a mouse click on
an information search page. There are two of these types of
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objects—table cells that display their contents and legend box
cells that trigger the display of graphical images. DynaSearch
responds to each mouse click on a table cell or legend box cell
by storing two types of related data in a single record for that
information search event. DynaSearch will already have locat-
ed the participant’s information record, which contains their
unique ID number, any between-subjects condition to which
they have been assigned, and the identity of the page being
viewed immediately after the participant arrives at a specific
information search page. After each click, DynaSearch iden-
tifies the click’s sequence number and stores the amount of
time that the object that has been clicked is viewed (the length
of time the mouse button is depressed) and the page locations
of the mouse at the beginning and end of the click (i.e., the
object identifier).

Figure 3 shows an information search page tableau based
on a page used in the Wu et al. (2015a, 2015b) experiment. As
the figure indicates, information search pages support three
types of assets—text boxes, tables, and image boxes. Text
boxes merely present information to be read. In the example
of the hurricane-tracking experiment, a text box could display
information such as the hurricane name or the date and time of
the situation report. The contents of text boxes are always
visible.

As in other process-tracing programs, tables in DynaSearch
contain systematically related types of numeric or textual in-
formation that is laid out in a grid. Although there might be
instances in which experimenters set table cells to always dis-
play their contents, they will ordinarily make tables interac-
tive. An interactive table displays the row and column names,

but the cell contents appear blank until they are made visible
by clicking within that cell. Making a table entry interactive
directs DynaSearch to record click information for the exper-
imenter to download later. Although text boxes are not inter-
active, a special case of a table is one with a single cell that
contains an interactive text message. Such single-cell tables
provide experimenters with the ability to record access to tex-
tual information that can change but cannot be forecast in
advance—such as alerts, watches, or warnings that are de-
clared only when conditions reach a specific threat level.

Image boxes display images in one of several ways. A
background image, such as a map, can be displayed perma-
nently to provide a constant frame of reference. Alternatively,
an image can be made interactive, in which case the image is
only displayed when clicked—similar to an interactive table
cell. An image can also be associated with a table-formatted
legend box, which allows the participant to view systemati-
cally related images by clicking on different legend box cells.
As in the Wu et al. (2015a, 2015b) hurricane-tracking exper-
iment, there could be a hurricane-tracking map as a back-
ground image, and the legend box could be a table that has
rows corresponding to different superimposed images (cur-
rent/past hurricane center positions, forecast track, uncertainty
cone, wind swath) and columns corresponding to different
time periods (Day 1 forecast through Day 5 forecast). Image
boxes can also be used to display other types of graphical
information, such as plots of parameters over time.

Each information search page includes a Done button that
participants can click to advance to the next page after
reviewing the information on that page. An information search

Fig. 3 Tableaux showing the same information search page as it might
appear in response to different queries. A participant clicks and holds on
(a) the NHCWatch/Warning box (a 1×1 table); (b) the Storm Parameters
table, row 2, column 3; (c) the Cameron County map image box; (d) the

Legend box, Current button; (e) the Legend box, Cone Day 2 button; (f)
the Legend box, Cone Day 5 button. At the top of each page is a text box
with the advisory number, at the bottom in the middle is a timer, and at the
bottom right is a Done button
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page may optionally include a Timer that specifies the maxi-
mum amount of time that a participant can spend on the page.
The timer is shown as a countdown clock that displays the
time remaining before DynaSearch automatically proceeds to
the next page.

Questionnaire pages Items on a questionnaire page can be
presented at different points in an experiment, in either
multiple-choice or open-ended format, or in a mixture of the
two. Participants answer multiple-choice questions by
clicking radio buttons, and answer open-ended questions via
keyboard text or numeric entry. These pages may be used in
various ways during an experiment. An initial questionnaire
page can gather basic background information about the par-
ticipant before the experiment begins, whereas an interim
questionnaire page is typically presented immediately after
an information search page to collect participants’ situational
awareness, judgments about the event’s future status, and de-
cisions about how to respond to that situation report. Final
questionnaire pages can collect information such as partici-
pants’ summary judgments about their information search pro-
cesses and their subjective workload.

A worked DynaSearch example: An
evacuation route decision experiment

This section illustrates the use of DynaSearch by showing
how a DDM problem might be addressed. The problem is
simple enough to illustrate most of the construction and run-
ning of an experiment in detail, but it is complex enough to
demonstrate most of DynaSearch’s key capabilities. The ex-
periment itself focuses on how coastal residents might respond
to an approaching hurricane. The development and running of
this experiment is outlined here, but is described in full in the
DynaSearch User’s Manual.

Layout of the experiment

This experiment assesses participants’ use of maps and tabular
road delay information in choosing their route out of town
after a hurricane evacuation order has been issued for
Charleston, South Carolina. The experiment has one
between-subjects factor—the types of information available
to participants. This factor has three levels:

1. both tabular delay information and delay-annotated route
maps are available,

2. only delay-annotated route maps are available, and
3. tabular delay information and a nonannotated map are

available.

In addition, the experiment has one within-subjects factor,
which evaluates how participant information search behavior
changes over two time periods (situation reports) during the
course of the evacuation. The first level of the within-subjects
factor describes conditions just after the evacuation order has
been issued, and the second level describes conditions 12 h
later.

The flow of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4, which indi-
cates that participants begin by viewing an instruction page
describing the experiment and viewing a Charleston evacua-
tion route map. Since participants’ prior knowledge of the
Charleston area and its roadways might affect the results, this
instruction page is followed by a questionnaire page querying
them about their prior knowledge of the area and an instruction
page indicating that an evacuation order was just issued. They
then view one of the three information search pages, allowing
them to obtain information about the evacuation routes, after
which they view the paired questionnaire page that records
their evacuation route decisions and their confidence in those
decisions. The sequence of three pages for the time period just
after the evacuation order is repeated in a second sequence for
the time period 12 h after the evacuation order—an informa-
tion page followed by one of three information search pages
and another questionnaire page. At the end of the experiment,
the final questionnaire page collects information about

Fig. 4 Design of a DynaSearch evacuation route decision experiment
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participants’ reactions to the experimental conditions and the
usefulness of the information sources provided.

Page creation

After designing the experiment, the first task is to prepare the
materials that will be used in the experiment. Some of this is
done offline from DynaSearch, allowing experimenters to use
tools that are already familiar to them. The HTML-based in-
struction pages can be designed using any Web development
tool. Tables are CSV files that can be prepared in any text
editor. Maps and other kinds of images, together with their
overlays, are image files prepared in an HTML-compatible
image file format using any preferred image manipulation
software. Figure 5 shows how overlays are used to annotate
the Charleston map. First a base image is prepared (Fig. 5a),
and then overlays are prepared by copying the base image
once for each overlay and adding annotation to the copy. In
this case, we have added a legend and color-coding to the
central evacuation route. The overlays show serious traffic
delays only in the central city right after the evacuation order
(Fig. 5b), but much more extensive congestion along the en-
tire route after 12 h (Fig. 5c). After preparation, all of these
types of material are uploaded to DynaSearch through the
Asset Manager.

Questionnaire pages are created directly within DynaSearch
through its Questionnaire Editor. In the Charleston evacuation
experiment, DynaSearch presents the same questionnaire page
after each information search page, with each questionnaire
page containing two multiple-choice questions, the first being
an evacuation route choice, and the second evaluating confi-
dence in that route choice. DynaSearch allows experimenters
to vary the contents of questionnaire pages from one situation
report to another within a scenario. This feature avoids the
spuriously high levels of situational awareness that would re-
sult if participants were allowed to focus their information
search on a fixed set of items that were repeated on every
questionnaire page. Although the answer choices appear in
the Questionnaire Editor in exactly the same format as the

experimenter wants participants to view them, DynaSearch
stores only the numeric index of each response in its results
database, so all stored results are integer numbers correspond-
ing to the response alternative’s order rather than its content.
For example, if the evacuation route alternatives are BCentral
route through the city,^ BWestern route around the city,^ and
BEastern route around the city^ (in that order) and a participant
chose BWestern route around the city,^ DynaSearch would
store the response as B2.^

Like the questionnaire pages, information search pages are
also created directly within DynaSearch—in this case, using
its Information Search Page Editor. Figure 6 shows an infor-
mation search page under construction for the Charleston
evacuation experiment. Starting from the lower left corner
and moving clockwise, we have:

1. The Search Page Editor control toolbar, with icons indi-
cating box types that can be added.When a box is created,
it can be dragged and resized to suit the experimenter’s
desired page design.

2. A table—in this example, 9×3—providing delay times for
each segment of the evacuation routes. The white rectan-
gles are those table entries whose contents will be
concealed until clicked.

3. A text box instructing participants how to access the in-
formation in the table cells.

4. An image box showing the Charleston base map, with the
three evacuation routes indicated.

5. The Done button, which participants click to advance to
the next page when they are finished.

6. A timer with a maximum time of 5 min, which counts
down while the participant is on the page and automati-
cally advances to the next page if it runs out before the
Done button is clicked.

7. A legend box, associated with the Charleston evacuation
route map image box. In this example, the legend box
contains three buttons, each of which displays an overlay
image with color-coded delay times for the west, central,
and east evacuation routes, respectively, when clicked.

(a) base map                               (b) route at start                      (c) route at 12 hours  

Fig. 5 Charleston base map (a) and the central two of the six evacuation route overlays (b, c)
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Building the experiment from the pages

Once all materials for all pages of the experiment have been
created and made available to DynaSearch, the experimenter
uses the Experiment Builder to specify the experiment’s factors
and levels and the flow of pages during the experiment.
Figure 7 shows the complete Charleston evacuation experiment
as it is laid out in the Experiment Builder. The reader is encour-
aged to compare Fig. 7 with Fig. 4, to see how the experiment
flow is implemented. The top of the Experiment Builder has a
button for creating between-subjects conditions and then spec-
ifying each between-subjects factor, together with its levels. In
this experiment there is only one between-subjects factor
(WhichSearchData), and this factor has three levels (AllData,
TableOnly, and MapsOnly). The two between-subjects branch
boxes in the layout (see the first and fourth boxes in the right-
hand column of the figure) have drop-down menus set at
AllData. This menu is used to switch among the three
between-subjects conditions, allowing the experimenter to con-
struct a unique page sequence for each condition. Figure 7
shows the page sequence for the condition in which the partic-
ipant sees both a delay table and selectable annotated route
maps (i.e., AllData). For this experiment, the page sequence

for each situation report includes only a single information
search page, but there could have been a more complex page
sequence if the experimenter wanted. There are similar page
sequences, but with different information search pages, for the
other two levels of the between-subjects factor—one in which
the participants see only the table and no selectable annotated
route maps (i.e., TableOnly), and the other in which the partic-
ipants see no table but only selectable annotated route maps
(i.e., MapsOnly). Between the two between-subjects branch
boxes are a questionnaire page and an instruction page. Since
these are not contained within the between-subjects branch
boxes, all participants, regardless of their between-subjects
condition, will see them. Similarly, the two questionnaire pages
after the second between-subjects branch box will be seen by
all participants. If, for example, it were desired to use different
questionnaires, depending on a participant’s condition, these
distinct questionnaire boxes would need to be placed within
the between-subjects branch box, with one for each of the three
conditions. Figure 7 also shows that the Experiment Builder
has a button (just below Currently Editing: Charleston at the
top of the left-hand column) that can be used to create a blind
URL for the experiment, if required, to be emailed to potential
participants when the experiment is ready to be run.

Fig. 6 Information search page under construction
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Assigning participants to the experiment

For an experiment that does not use a blind URL, each partic-
ipant must be added to the experiment explicitly. As we noted
earlier, the experimenter creates login credentials and
DynaSearch sends an email to the participants letting them
know how to log into the experiment.

Participants’ view of the experiment

Once participants have logged into DynaSearch, via either a
blind URL or in response to an email notification of their
credentials, they are immediately directed to the first page of
the experiment. They then proceed through each page in turn
until they reach the end of the experiment. If any participants
elect to leave the experiment before proceeding through all of
the pages, a menu at the bottom of each page provides them
with a logout option that terminates their participation. In the
Charleston evacuation experiment, the first page is an instruc-
tion page that contains instructions for the experiment, as well
as a roadmap of the Charleston area.

When participants finish reviewing the instruction page,
they click the Continue button to proceed to the preexperiment
questionnaire page, where they are asked to answer the ques-
tions by radio button clicks and then to click the Submit button
to proceed to the main body of the experiment.

The first page after the pretest is an instruction page letting
participants know how much time has elapsed since the evac-
uation order. Later, after the first information search page and
its paired questionnaire page, they see a similar page just be-
fore seeing the second information search page. Clicking the
Continue button advances participants to one of the three in-
formation search pages shown in Fig. 8. Depending on the
level of the between-subjects factor to which the participant
was assigned, participants are able to query either both the
delay table and annotated route maps (Fig. 8a), the annotated
route maps only (Fig. 8b), or the delay table only (Fig. 8c).
When participants are done reviewing the information on the
information search page, they continue by clicking the Done
button, or if 5 min has passed, they are automatically ad-
vanced to the paired interim questionnaire page.

Participants’ evacuation decisions are recorded via a ques-
tionnaire page that requires them to chose one of three evacu-
ation routes and also to specify how confident they are in this
decision. Clicking the Submit button advances them to the sit-
uation report for the 12-h time period and a similar sequence of
instruction, information search, and questionnaire pages. After
completing the information search and questionnaire pages for
the 12-h time period, they proceed to the postexperiment ques-
tionnaire page.

The postexperiment questionnaire page allows participants
to provide feedback on how useful they felt the various infor-
mation sources were when making their evacuation route

Fig. 7 Specifying the experimental parameters and page sequence. On the experiment developer’s screen, the two columns of the figure would appear as
a continuous scrollable area, with the right column under the left column
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decisions. This page also provides an open-ended question
allowing them to provide additional feedback on their deci-
sion process. Clicking the Submit button takes them to a page
thanking them for their participation and logging them out of
the experiment.

Viewing and evaluating output from the experiment

At any time during the course of the experiment, the experi-
menter can use DynaSearch to preview or download the re-
sults from participants who have completed the experiment.
This feature is useful to experimenters who wish to view par-
ticipants’ responses before giving them credit or paying them
for participation, in order to verify that the responses are not
careless or frivolous. Once all of the data have been collected
and are ready for analysis, the experimenter can download the
results to CSV files. DynaSearch keeps questionnaire page
results separate from information search page results.

Figure 9a shows the questionnaire page data display when
viewed online after the Charleston evacuation study has been
run on a small number of participants. Figure 9b shows the
same data after they are downloaded to a CSV file and

displayed in an Excel spreadsheet. Only partial data are visible
in both of these figures, since they have been truncated for
presentation purposes. Note that the results are organized per
questionnaire page within each participant’s login ID, so that
all of a participant’s responses to a single questionnaire page
appear on a single line. Note also that participants’ between-
subjects factor levels are indicated on each line.

Figure 10a showswhat the detailed information search page
data display looks like in the online display. Figure 10b shows
the same data after they are downloaded to a CSV file and
displayed in an Excel spreadsheet. As with the questionnaire
page, only partial data are visible in both of these figures, since
they have been truncated for presentation purposes. The results
are organized per click on an information search page object
(i.e., text box, table cell, or legend box cell), with all clicks for
a single participant saved in order of their occurrence. Each
line of this data display includes the participants’ login IDs,
their between-subjects factor levels, the information search
page IDs, the information search page objects on each page,
and the duration and page pixel location of each click. Click
data are also available in a summary display, not shown here,
that sums all of the click information for a single participant on

Fig. 8 Information search pages for the Charleston evacuation study.
Depending on the level of the between-subjects factor, a participant will
see an information search page with (a) both a delay table and annotated

evacuation route map that are queryable, (b) no delay table but a
queryable annotated evacuation route map, or (c) a queryable delay table
and an evacuation route map that is not queryable
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a single information search page, with the number of clicks
and total click duration for each object on the page.

With all experimental data available in the form of CSV files,
analyses can easily be performed offline fromDynaSearch, using
whatever statistical analysis package the experimenter chooses.

Preprocessing

As we noted earlier, DynaSearch produces a record of the
responses for participants as they proceed from the beginning
of the experiment to its end. A participant’s response sequence
for a given scenario contains the click data for information

search pages and the questionnaire data. The information
search data can be downloaded into a CSV file listing the
identity of each successive cell clicked (an arbitrary ID gen-
erated in the experiment design phase), the order of clicks and
duration of that click (in s) for all of the clicks that the partic-
ipant produced for that information search page. The question-
naire data can also be downloaded in CSV format. This file
contains the sequence of responses to the items on each ques-
tionnaire page. Both the information search and questionnaire
CSV files contain the results for the entire experiment, with
unique identifiers for each participant, and for their between-
subjects levels.

(a) online display                                            (b) CSV file displayed in Excel 

Fig. 9 Questionnaire page results from the Charleston evacuation study

(a) Online display                                       (b) CSV file displayed in Excel

Fig. 10 Detailed information search page results from the Charleston evacuation study
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After an experiment is complete, the experimenter can
download each participant’s output CSV data file in order to
extract click counts (based on the click orders) and click du-
rations for each cell in the information search displays and
response values for each dependent variable in the question-
naire pages. After conducting some preprocessing operations
described below, the experimenter can use a statistical pack-
age such as SPSS or R to analyze the data.

To calculate the average number of times each cell in an
information search page was viewed, all counts/durations
should be initially divided by the number of information
search pages encountered across all scenarios. However, fur-
ther adjustments would be needed if the number of cells avail-
able for viewing differs between information types (graphic,
numeric, and verbal). For example, Wu et al. (2015a) left the
counts/durations for an NHC watch/warning message box un-
changed (i.e., divided by 1), because there was only one cell
for each forecast advisory. However, the counts/durations for
each of the five parameters in the numeric parameter table
over the six situation reports were then divided by 30, because
there were 30 cells in the numeric parameter table.

In addition to the mean click count and mean click duration
for each cell on the information search page, experimenters
can compute two search pattern indexes. The first of these is
the Lohse and Johnson (1996) reacquisition rate (RAR),
which is the number of cells viewed at least twice, divided
by the total number of cells viewed for all information search
pages encountered in a scenario. The second is the Wu et al.
(2015a) search pattern stability (SPS) index, which was the
correlation between the cells viewed in the first and last of
their six situation reports when each viewed cell received a
score of 1 and each unviewed cell received a score of 0.
Comparing the first and last scenarios with respect to both
RAR and SPS provides an indication of the extent to which
participants change their search strategies over time.

Conclusions

This tutorial has described DynaSearch, a Web-based system
that supports process-tracing experiments on dual-system
DDM tasks. Most DDM research has adopted a single-
system model that examines the processes involved in com-
plex system control, but DynaSearch supports research on
coupled system DDM tasks by examining the process by
which DMs search for the information they need to make
response decisions. These data can be used to identify the
sources of DMs’ deficiencies in the choice and timing of re-
sponse actions to environmental threats (Drews et al., 2015;
Huang, Lindell, Wei, & Samuelson, 2017). DynaSearch pro-
vides researchers with the ability to construct and administer
Web-based experiments containing information display
boards that record participants’ searches of verbal, numeric,

and graphic information as scenarios evolve over multiple
situation reports. It supports both between- and within-
subjects factors and provides an integrated questionnaire
mechanism for querying participants about their situational
awareness, projections, and decisions in response to each sit-
uation report, as well as for administering pre- and posttests.
ThisWeb-based system allows researchers to collect data from
a more diverse sample of participants than is typically feasible
in laboratory settings that use desktop Bpoint and click^ or
eye-tracking information display boards. Researchers interest-
ed in using DynaSearch can find the user manual and request
an account at https://www.cs.clemson.edu/dynasearch/login.
php.
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